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Introcluctl on
.
:l
Portland cement coiisintB esnontially of a nixture of certain
anhydrous silicatoB and almninaten of can.ciun, possessing Hy-
draulic properties, tliat is to sa^'", v/hen mixed vatln water, tlie mass
combines chenicalJy vrith it, and hardens. T]iis hardening or setting'
taKes place v/hile the cement is stil3. v/et and may, indeed, even pro-
ceed under vrater. As distinguished from ordinary mortars, the set-
ting and hardening of cem.ent is not dependent upon the presence of
carbon dioxid, and m.oreover the set cement is very insoluble in
v/ater, thus fitting it for use in positions vrhere ordinary lime
mortar v'ould not be permissibH.e
,
I
Tlie uses of Portland cement Iiave beeii vei"/ \7ide]y extended
during the last fevi 3/0 ars, and novj engineers employ it in dai-is,
walls, reservoir linings, bridge abutments, piers, pavements, side-
v/a].lcs, arid in a thousand other positions v/here resistance to v/ater
and high compressive and tensile strength make it a very desir-able
m.aterial, and bar the use of ordijiary m.ortars. Since its i^ange of
employment is broadening at such a rapid rate, the consumption of
Port].and cement in this country has become very great, and hitherto
a ver^'- large proportion of this amoimt has been imported from a-
broad. Hov/ever, cement factories have now sprung up in various
parts of the country, \7here, with the rotar:'" i\irnace and modern
methods, a -product -pf very good ciualit^'- is tui-ned out to •^'.o^t for
the most part the great and rapidly grov/ing demand for this

innteria]..
Portland cGinent is a developnent i'ron Roman, or natural cenent.
This v/af? xirnt nadv-; in llngland by burning: nodules of argillacooiir'
lir.iestone found alon£ the Thai'nes. Many deposits have since been
found in otiier places, uliic;! furnish a iiatural cement. Such roclcc
«
are brclsien up and burno:.., ,„ut not to t]ie sintering point, and then
fineJ.y pul.verized. They set quickny but have not the stre:
Portl.aiK^ cement. It 1p notov/orthi'' that the natural, cenents almost
al.'vays }iave a : :a£:nesia content that v/ould render a Portlpjid cement
useJ.'jnr r" At first mucli trouble was exp(-.'rienced Y/ith these natural
cements, in that the resuJ.ts v/ere variab].e and unreliable . because
of varip.tioiif. in composition of dli^ier par of some or ••^t^
posits furnishing the ra\7 materia].. Kence, after it was discoverc
' that natural ceinents couJ.d be imxjroved by the iv^diclous use of
limestone or c2.ay, it was a natural :".wv ^iJ.opment to malve a cc:-';: '
by the proper combination of these ingredients aloiie. This product i
i
is true Portland cement, and its history date'- from l^PA^ The idea].
materia.ls for Portlaiid cem^:.^ :x.jc ?i '
magnesia in either to any considerable. ./oided. . The
j
.'L
''"In t'vls connection m.ay be given a fev/ data as to the ex'
and growth of -V'.is i-id-.-.^dv-' i:; • United .•
Production
Year natural Portland Imports ii.,^.orts Consumption
1R98 8,1G1,00C 4,989,000 3,685,000 70,89,^ 15,764,000
190r ^\r/'.",'-^' '7,083,'^"^' ^,659,000 4?^i,l89 r!8,40?l,000
(In barre].s of 7.00 lbs.)
The prodi-uction has increased, on tlie average, ZO to 40 per cent
per year for about eight years, so that tv.'enty tim.es as maich cevieiit
v/as produced in 1908, as in 1394. In the same period the factories
have increased tliree fo].d in nuii:ibur andL some of the larger oner,
eight fold in capacity, (c. P. McKenna in hin. Ind. 190.^. )
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inaterials are very finely £;roTmcl up, TTiiX(3d, rikI then, eitiier presp.e.
Into '.•r.i.q-aettes , or as a slush or "s3.urry", passed t]ircu::h a f^\T-
nace, in. T^hich tlie temperature is sufficiently hif;h to produce sin-
tering. Tiie "clinKer" is then finely pulverized and a^ed, prepar-
atory to use.
From a rule of tiiumb method, the manufacture of cement has
come to "be a scientific process, in v/hich the various process js are
under close chemical contro] , and the compounding of the materials
is so nicely cal.culated that the composition, character and uni-
formity of the product is assured, granted that the mechanical side
of the manufacture has been properly supo-rintendod. It must not "be
"understood that theory at first set tho limits for the various con-
stituents of cement, v/hich arc, by the nay
^
comparatively narrovv^.
These were ^"orkod out arbitrarily/ from experience, in the first
place, and it is only within a little less than U-fenty years that
theories have been offered that profess to justity a2id fix more ex-
actly the proportions of the components upon a scientific, chemical
basis.
Research and Theories.
It is rather remarkable that the constitution of an important
synthetic m.aterial such as cement, shou.ld be so little understood,
but such is the fact, and v/e are not yet in a position to state
conclusively the exact state of combination in a cement and the re-
actions involved in its setting. However, v;e nov; have theories
that seem tenable and that are qui^e well substantiated hy the
facts. A Frenchmaii, Le Chateller ( 1887 ), has been the pioneer in
this field. The effort has long been made to find some method for
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estirnating uncombined lime In a cement. A coori article Bhould con-
tain no free lime Bince this causes craclcing and checking after it
has set. Pornerly it v/as thought tliat free ].ine co-aid be deter-
I
mined by extraction
.
of the pulveri2:ed cement v;ith v/ater. Le Chate-
]ier, observing that lime so extracted v/as accompanied by snail a-
i
mounts of silica or alumina, declarerl that it was "combined" line
and not fre^^ as previously suoposedT"' He investigated the problem
li further and examined^, sections of the clinker and of the set cement
under the polarizing microscop-e, and observed in the latter hi/'drated
. mono-calciuT'i silicate and calcium hydrate, besides other definite
'I
crystalline compounds in both materials. Led by t'nis, lie made syn-
thetically various silicates and aluminates of calcium, and invest-
igated their hydraulic and optical properties. He tiius made CaO.Si02
and 2GaO.Si02, neither of which had setting properties, but was un-
i! able to get any well defined compound of higher calcium content.
He found that the aluminates i^ossed rapid setting qualities, and de-
cided tjiat the tri-calcium aluminate( SCaO.AlgOv, ) is present in
I
cement, Summ.arized, his theory is this: The active constituents
of burned cement are tri-calcium silicate (3CaO.Si02) and fjCaO.AlgO^,
j
besides some lower caloii^m silicates. Magnesia replaces lim.e, and
iron replaces alumina in the compounds. The true hardening of a
cement - and this requires montjis for completion - is due to the
'I
«
reaction
!
2."CaO.SiOo+9Hr'0=2(CaO.SiOp).5HoO+40a( 0H)o. I
The setting is largely diie to the reaction
2 <o.
^CaO.AlgOv 4- Ca( 011)2 + llH20=4CaO.Al20;;^ .I2H2O.
\\
This latter statement, that the alurainates are concerned in the set^j
I
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ting is borne out by the fact that cements hii:-:;heRt in filiimina set
with the greatest speed. Proii these theories Le Chatelier calcula-
ted the ratio oT the basic to the acidic components of cement, the
so-called "hydraulic index", and tested the truth of his conclusions
by compoundin£: and burning cements according to thos3 formulae.
They possesed good setting qualities. Le Chatelier* s hydraulic in-
dex is defined by the fo].].o?/ing ratios;
< > ^CaO -f- MgO = and CaO + MgO = 3.
Si02
-h AloO^r. SiO<3-Alo03- PCoO^
S. B. and V/. B, Newberry repeated some of Le Chatelier 's ex-
OiPvtelier
periments (181;7) and vrere more fortunate than Le_in obtaining, with
a better furnace, what appeared tc be a veil defined tri-calcium sil
icate, V7hich possesed reriarlcably good hydraulic propertiesT" They
found that a si].iGate of greater basicity than this would not set.
Thus far, their worX corroborated Le Chatelier* s theory, but v/ith
the a3iiminates, they decided that 2caO.Al2.O3 was the most basic one
permissible. The^r made and tested cements proportioned according
to their own and Le chatelier 's formulas. With cements lov: in alum-
-ina, there v/as no appreciable difference, as might be expected.
V/ith cements high in a3.uraina, however, Le Chatelier 's formula gave
a product that checked and cracked in setting, as if from free lime,
while their orn formula gave a soujid set. This seems very fair evidence that
Le Chatelier made his alumina te too basic. The Nev/berrys decided that
magnesia does not replace lime, but is inert. It has been shown
that freshly calcined MgO takes up v;ater slowly, wit}i expansion,
and hence this seems to explain the fact that cements too high in
magnesia are liable to crack with age.-" The slowly hydratmg mag-
nesia, enclosed v/ithin the hardened surrounding material would
shatter the mass by its slov; expansion. The limit is set for MgO

at from 2 to 5 per oont. Nev;berry and Sriith have done ].ater work
(1S02) v;hioh confir'ms the f?ynt}iesi3 of trl-calcim silicater" B^r
d
calcinine very finely pov/ered CaCO„ and SiO„, the tri-"basic com-
\ pound is forraed, having a specific gravity of 5.055 and free from
;| iincombined CaO or SiO^. It sets slowly and hardens well. If the
I
above ingredients are heated for tvro hours at a red heat, basic co!ii-
i
||
pounds are produced, but free -iOg is loft, unless there is more
than 2 1/2 molecules of OaO, Hov;ever, at a white heat, the various
inono-,di-, and tri-calciura silicates are completely combined. The
conclusions of tiie Ne^rberrys are summed up in their formula for
Portland cement, v/hich is
ii CaOr 2.8 X SiOg 1.1 X AlpO^^, i
v;here the factors 2. P. and 1.1 are the ratios of CaO to SiO,^ and
Al^O;:^ respectively, in 3Ca0.Si0c, and 2Ca0.Alo0v^7~'
The comparatively sma].l amount of the alka.lis always present
in cement, was at one tirie thought essential to act as a flux in
the burning of the material, but experiment has shown that a cement ,
can be burned without them and they are accordingly not active. A-
j
mong other accessory constituents is carbon dioxide, for this is nev-
1
er completely expelled in the burning, and moreover is taken up in
the process of aging, the purpose of which is to permit atmospheric
ii !
;' C0<5 to combine with anv free CaO present after burning and grinding,
i|
^
:
Also, some sulphur is present both as sulphide and sulphate, com-
ing largely from the sulphur in the fuel, oc from gypsum, which is
sometimes added to retard the setting. Although a Tittle CaSO^ may
thus be beneficial, 4 to 5 per cent is undoubtedly harmful, the
limit set by engineering specifications being generally 2 per cent

_7«
The theory oJ' the Newberrys on the constitution of cenent is
the one that finds the most genera] acceptance at present. Rlch-
ards (190?.) has recapitulated the theory in a soraev;hat later form7
It is substantially as follovrs: Portland cement consists essential-
jj
ly of a solid solution of SCaO.SiO^^ and SCaO.AlgO^^, containing 85<^^
of the former and 15^p of the latter. In comraercial cement, an iron-
\
lirae compound replaces more or lesr- of the aliminate . Tne MgO,
'I
sulphates and alka3.is are non-essential and should not be present
' in amount sufficient to interfere with the formation of the solid
solution. Per good cement the siJicate must be a tri-basic form.
ii
That the constituticr. of cement and the chemistry of its re-
I actions are not conclusively settled to the satisfaction, of all
investigators, is proven by the large nuraber of theories that have
;|
ap'peared in the last fevf -"^efirs. A short review of some of these
;!
researcher and tlieories proves suggestive, at least.
i
' N. Ljamin (].P,98) has worked out some methods for the estima-
tion of Ca(Oi!)^ in set cement. The first is a specific gravity meth
od depending upon the use of a hea'/y solution of benzene and methy-
lene iodide. The second d.spends upon the fact that caCOH)^ loses
jj
water at a temperature far above that at v/hich tlie other hydrated
compounds are dehydrated. Ljamin claims that the methods give con-
cordant results. Using the latter, he made determinations of the
i
amount of Ga(OH}g in a set cement at various periods, and found an
increase continuing for some months, v/hen something over SS'/o ?/as
17
present!" Basing it upon this fact, Ljarain made a statement, that
the hexagonal crystals of Ca(0H)2 (visible under the microscope)
p].ay a large part with the increase of strength of the cement during
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its hardening period.
V/egener ( 1900), in commenting upon the specific gravity method
of L^jai-nin for the determination of Ca(OH)j^ in hardened cement, con-
domras it an impracticable ai'id gives it as hin opinion that the ao_
sorption of CO2 by the CaO in calcined cement promises a more accu-
rate means of estimation;— He found that COo, although completely
o
expelled from the mass at 1000 C. v/as greedily absorbed at 800.
From a ].ack of data the v/riter was unable to drav/ final conclusions
as to the accuracy of this method.
K. ZulKov/ski (1901) says that hexavalent silicic acid, is un-
known, thus denying the possiblity of a tri-calcium silicate. He
claims that the so-ca]J.ed tri-silicate consists of a mixture of di-
calcium orthosilicate (not hydrau].ic) and di-calcium metasilicate
(active) aiid free limer~ The formulas of these compounds, and the
setting of the latter are represented thus:
Orthosilicate, Ca^ Gi^ Ga,
^0^ ^0-"
MetasiJ.icate,
^ oca\ / ° X
OSi R^O = OSi^ ^CR
-H Ca(OH)„
^oca-^ ^ ^0^
Ludvjig (1901) arrives at the conclusion that in burning cement,
there is first formed a calcium-a]uminun-si3 icate or a calciun-iron-
7
silicate." He makes the statement that a pure tri-calciun silicate
can not be made, since a flux must be present. He considers tlie
alumina and iron to play this part in practice, and that any ex-
cess of CaO present over the ainount requisite for the silicate, is
combined with the a].umina, and that this latter compound has much
to do with the s-peed of setting., Free lime i*s not present in good
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cenents, according to Ludv/i^-, and in Viis lio a2;rees with the gen-
erally accepted viev/.
A. Meyer (1901) gives a somev/hat more elaborated theory on
i the composition and setting of cements.— He agrees that SCAO.SiOg
is the most important constituent and says that this is associated
|! with a matrix of the material that has served for its formation.
: There is thu.s a mixture of tri- and di-calciim silicates, a calci-'JTii-
i aluminum silicate, and calciurn aluminate, especiallT'' in weakly
burned cements. For the setting of the principal ingredient he
gives
SCaO.SiO^H- SllgO = OaO.SiOgC anhydrous ) + SCaCOH)^
It is to be noted that he disagrees with Le Chatelier, who claimed
to have detected crystals of hydrated metasilicate in set cement
and assigned to them an important role in the process of hardening.
0. Rebuffat ( 1p,99 ) gives the active constituents of cement,
after setting, as CaCoiOg, hydrated calcium ortho-silicate 2(Si02,
2CaO),HoO, and various hydrated calcium al.uminates, eitlier mono-,
i di- or tri-calcim com:pounds, but usually the first tv/o, besides
certain secondary constituents— Vfith many more silij^eous cements, a
i cetain araount of metasilicate (OaO.SiOo) must be assumed, v/hich does
not form a hydrate but combines with the aluminates to calciura-al-
uminiiim silicates. Rebuffat claims that the degree of hydration of
the an.uminates is in doubt since it is different in pure water and
in lime-water. The setting of the cement he ascribes to the hy-
dration of the silicate and of the aluriinates, thus:
2( 5CaO.SiO„ ) -I- 3H„0=3( 2CaO.SiO^ ).H^0 2Ca( OH .
CaO.Al^O,^ + 71120= CaO. Al20.^. VH^O,
A word may be said here concerning the phenomena of setting
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arid hardeninij, of so-ca].lecl hyd.rau2.ic compounds, or mixtures, an ce-
ment. The Gorapprep.sive and tensile strength displayed by a mass
of such materia]., after raoistenint'; v;ith v/ater, must be explained
by ' the fon.iation and the intricate interlacing of t/ie mass of crys-
ta].s of the various hydrates wliich the dry material is capabl.e of
forming;. Throughout this network of "active" compounds runs a mat-
rix of secondary and inert material, and the less this is in am.ount,
the higher wi]J be the strength of the mass.
E. Jex ( 1900) differs from the commonly accepted viev7, In con-
sidering that cement clinker contains free lime and a2.unina, the
10
essential compound being calcium orthosilicate. When treated v;itli
v/ater the molecule of CaO associated with the metasilicate breaks
off to form the stable CaCon)^. Alon.i ^^'ith this reaction goes t'le
hydi'ation of the ].im.e and alumina contained free in the clinker.
V/. Michftelis has performed some rather unique experiments ?7hich
he claims s:ied some light upon the chemistry of the setting of cem-
ent.— He observed, the increase oi' volu.me undergone by cement vhen
agitated vrith an excess of water, and found it to be considerable.
He then found by experiment that SiOg, even pulverized rock-crys-
ta]., and a].so Pe(OH) and A1(0H}^, vrlien kept in contact with ]ime-
water, sv;ell up and give quite well defined hydrated compovmds, as
follows:
2Si02.5CaO + XH2O, decomposed by water v/ith relative difficuD.ty,
JBPeoO^ .4CaO -t- yH20» easily decomposed by waLer,
|
2Alr>07, .5CaO zHoO, decomi)osed by v/ater Y/ith relative ease.
The above, MichSielis cD.aims, is the first instance of the success-
fu.l preparation, by a cold process, of a crystallized, hydrated
calcium silicate. He applys the above facts to an explanation of
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the constitution of set ce:iient.
Hart ( 189C ) attemptf? to estinate free line in burned cement
by the use of a so]ution of iodine in absolute alcohol, and arrives
at the conclusion that the cD.inker contains ?'>0<'/o of it.— V/ormser and
Spanjer tried to acconix)lish the sajae end by employing a dilute so-
lution of AlCl^ in the sarae solvent" They claimed that the sili-
cates are not attacked by this extractive solution, and their re-
sults led them to believe tiiat. of lime is present in the free
state. Considering the comparative instability of the hi^rhly basic
compounds believed to be present in cement, such conclusions must
be regarded with suspicion,
n
. \Vori:iser ( 1900) has done some work relative to the behavior
20
Of cement to ammoni-um salts, in the dry state.— He rubbed together
dry cement and amm.onium chloride and declxired that the odor of
amm.onia then perceptible (easi y verified) shov/s the presence of
free line. The mixt\ire was then treated to the volatilization of
the ammonium salt. In this process a part of the iron is expelled
as chloride and the remainder is left scattered throughout the
light friable mass in specks of red oxide. The CaClo is next ex-
tracted with absolute alcohol, and estimateo.. The residue is ig-
nited vrith the filter paper and boiled with HCl. Variable amounts
of impure ^10^ are here left insoluble and filtered out, Tliis is
fused up, recovered in the usual manner and the, filtrate added to
the main portion, for the analysis of the remainder of the cement.
A remarkable fact was here observed: Alt2iou,"h the residue from the
alcohol extraction displayed almost no hydraulic properties what-
ever, if the amount of CaO extracted was again added and Intimately
mixed, the mixture shovved good setting qualities. About 'of CaO

v/as roimd in the alcohol extract, present in the cement - accord-
ing to Wormser - part2.y as free lirae and partly in easily decompos-
at)le compounds. His conclusions vrevo as folHoT^s:-
1. Free CaO is chanced into the chloride.
2. Wonocalciuri silicates or a].minates are not attacked, or only
slightly.
3. Polycalcium conpoimdR ar'j broKon down to a small stah^e residue.
According to Wormser the cement contains aoout
CaSiO,. lA<fo
CagSiO^ 45 io
SCaO.AlgO.^^ 23
^0
GaO _ _ 20
From f5imilar expr^rinents with ai^imoniun carbonate, he came to the
follov/ing conclusions ;
-
1. Free CaO, if not present to exceed dO
'fy
is entirely transposed
to CaCO^.
2. Monocalciuiii silicates and aluminates are not attacked.
3. From the polycalcium silicates, the CaO in excess of the meta-
siQicate splits off, and at the s.ame tim,e a small part of the
silicate is completely decomposed, this proportion increasing
1
with the basicit^r of the compound. '
dovrn
4. Di-calcim aluminate is not broken__comp].etely, but the GaO in
excess of the mono-calciura compound, is changed into CaCO^, ,i
Although Wormser 's work is interesting and d.oubtless suggestive
of methods for differentiating the Vfirious compounds in cement, he
is not sufficiently/- circumspect in his conc].usions. Michilelis, com-{i
meriting upon V/orraer's results, says that the evolution of Ammonia
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observed upon nixing dry cement and HH^Cl, in not necessarilir due
to the presence of fre^; line.— He noticed a similar result with
fused slag, powdered line glass and even Cat'arra narble. This latter
statement is verified in a way, by Cantoni and Goguelia (1904) ttVio
found t!iat tlie all-ccUine-earth carbonates can be transposed in guan-
as
tity, by a so].ution of lUl^^Cl, Regarding critically'' the nethods
employed by V/ormser, Spanjer, Hart and otl-'.erp: who claim to have
demonstrated the presence of free line in good cements, and consid-
ering the instabinity of these higlily basic compounds, we must agree
with Ludwig, who declares that such methods mere]y show that the
reagents employed are capable of splitting CaO out of such combina-
tioriS. If appreciable quantities of free line were present in a
sound cement, this should be shown ',jy the absorption of GOo after
ignition. The investigations of R. 17. Fresenius, in connection
with cement adulteration, showed almost no such absorption.
With reference to the practically important problem of esti-
mating free line in cement, the worlc of Keiser and Porder ( 1904)
deserves m.ention. Their method is based upon observing the amount
of water taken up l)y the material, after intense ignition, on expos-
ure to moist air. They tested tlie method by determining the amount
of water thus taken up by a cement, before and after the addition
of given quantities of CaO. The data checked well with theory, but
the fact that under the given conditions even a sound cement takes
up a certain amoujit of w^'.ter, attributed to the hydration of easily
reactive aluminates, makes the method very approximate, to say the
least.
I
In connection v;ith t)ic chemistry of Portland cement, a word
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should be salcl regarding a very pecu3.iar phenomenon that has been
observed cy a number of investigators. Schtttt, Meyer, DycKerhoff
and Heinztze]. ( 1900 ) have reported cases in which a cement, during
storage, has ch.aiiged from s-low setting to very rapid setting.—> In
some cases specimens that set originally in from ?, ij?, to 4 hours,
set in from 1!) to 20 minutes. Accompanying such changes there has
been observed a great increase in the fineness of pulverization of
the cements and this is doubtless the imiiediate cause of the greater
speed of setting. Such changes and "se3.f-puJ.verization" have been
induced artifically in the laboratory by exposing the cement to the
air, spread out in thin layers. This is a remarkable and unex-
plained fact.
Summing up our present knowledge of the cJiemistry of cement,
we must adrait that it is quite indefinite and that the differences
of opinion are very nui^'ierous. As yet there is no accurate method
for estimating free lime in the burned material, which v^/ou2.d be a
determination of great value in predicting the conduct of a given
cement, v/ith age, i.e., its soundness. It is now possible to detect
adu].tera t ions Y.ath tolerable certainty, if present in any quantity,
but for determining the physical behavior of a cement, its npeed
of setting, strength, liability to crack and check, etc., the
engineer must rely vrtiolly upon the various physical tests, vrhich are
not entirely satisfactory. Some undesirable qualities, as shatter-
ing or crumbling, develop only v/ith age. A mere chemical analysis ,
shows very little. The basic and acidic constituents may be in the'
proper ratio and yet the cement may be ver:^ poor, ov/ing to varia-
n
physical conditions. Tlie raw materials may not have been ground
1
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fine enoiigh to Becuro very intimate nixti.n*e aiicl corresponding!:^
complete combination, or the temperature or burning may have been
too lov,'. Accordingly, it in very desirable to find some methods of
analysis, tliat wil] give tlio amount of the constituent s, present in
the form of those active compounds that give Portland cement its
9
strength and setting qualities. This would be a very acceptable
supplement to the physical tests, at least, and might in part re-
place som.e of thorn. The studies here begun of some of the reactioi^
of the cement corrrpoimds, were undertalven in the hope that they il
mi^ht point the way to some such methods of analysis, or throw more
light upon tiie constitution of this interesting material,
j

Experimental Results
.
C ement Ana].ysis »
The cenent selected for use in these experiments was of the
Alsen brand, a German Portland. For use in interpreting the re-
su3.ts obtained in the various decompositions, a fairly complete
analysis v/as made of the sample. The method was that of solution
in HCl as per Meade, pp. 50-5?,— Alumina and iron were repreclpi-
tated and the ].ime was weighed as CaO, obtained by ignition over
the blast la^ip. The saniple was dried for 1 hour at 11.0^ in the
air-bath. '
Table
_! . Analysis of Alsen Cement , dried at IIQQ .
A B Mean
SlOp 20.45fj 20.55f 20.38fo
A1203-+- p 6205 lO.GSf:) lO.Glfj 10.62fj
CaO 65.69^0 63.80^C 63. 74^3
MgO 2.26fo 2.25fo 2.25fo
Loss on ignition 2
. llf^ 2.24f? 2.17f:)
Moisture in Air-dry Sample . 0.27^b expelled at 110°, 0.4 0^/3 at
165°.
The decompositions studied nay be considered, in general, un-
der tv/c heads, the reaction with an aqueous soa.ution of amraonium
chloride, and the result of treatment with an excess of v/ater . Th
latter will be considered first.
Decomposition by Water.
By treatment with water in excess v/e should expect to obtain
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the OaO of easily deconposed compounds, especially the alirninates,
which react easily with water and are thAis the active agents in
the setting, as has "been noted, and a].so more or less CaO split out
of the highly basic si].lcates, corresponding to the reactions of the
hardening iTocess. Alumina or silica, if o.nz'' is set free, '^ill "oe
left in the insoluble residue. Qualitative experiment shOT/ed that
agitation and standing with water in the cold, extracted a very
considerable quantity of CaO,acco2iipanied by practically no alumina
or silica. The folloving expeDriments v/ere accordingly made: The
idoa vfas to decompose the cement with water in the cold, to filter
off the water extract so obtaifted and finally to 7/ash the residue
v;ith a solution of cane-sugar, in which CaO is much more soluble
than in pure water. Thus the freed ].ime \tou] d be filtered off and
extracted with a neutral solvent incapable of attacking the still
undecomposed portions of the cement. Apparatus v/as arranged by
which the processes of decantation and filtration could be perform-
ed in a closed f].ask, by means of a filtering tube and cotton
filter, v;lthout exi^^osing the alkaline extract to atmospheric COg,
thus preventing precipitation of OaCO^. Two pulverized and dried
(110^) samples of about a gram each v/ere weighed out into 200 c.c.
Erleameyer flasks provided with i-u-bber stoppers, 100 c.o. recent-
ly boiled water was added and the flasks violently shaken for 15
minutes. Decomposition very rapidly gave a mass of flocculent
material-, alunina- which subsided quickly upon standing and left a
clear supernatant liquid. After tvro or three weeks some small,,
white, well defined crystals were observed in the mass. The flasks
were allowed to stand for 50 days with almost daily shalving. The

v^ater extract T/as then decanted and filtered off by the filtering
arrangement and tv/o portions of about 125 c.c. of a 5fj sugar solu-
tion were run into the flask, the flocculent residue agitated there-
with, the solution decanted through the filtering tube and the mass
sucked dr:^. It was calculated that the three decantations were
sufficient to remove the caO almost completely. One extract was
lost by the collapse of a flask under suction, fmd accordingly the
crystals above mentioned v;ere .removed from the residue and examined
under a glass. They v/ere opaque, v/hite, hexagonal prisms, \fl\en
p].aced upon moistened red litmus paper, the paper was perceptibly
blued under them. Wlien treated with dilute HCl under the micro-
scope, the crystals were observed to dissolve slo?/ly v/ithout ef-
fervescence. Their appearance and form corresponds to the descrip-
tion of crystallized Ca (011)2 observed by Michaelis under similar
1(0
conditions r~ The combined water and sugar solutions were acidified
and CaO determined in duplicate upon aliquots of 1/20. All of the
CaO determinations in these exi^eriments v/ere made by permanganate
titration, unless otherwise specified. The insoluble residue was
dissolved in liot HCl, the insoluble matter filtered out and weigh-
ed, and SiOo determined in the filtrate. The above was similarly
repeated wit}i tv/o more samples, except that the decomposition con-
tinued only for 46 and 50 hours respectively. Results as follows:
Table 2, Decomposition by V/ater .
Time 30 days. 46 hrs. 50 lirs.
CaO in extract 23.58fj
20.94^3
0.67</c
12.505^3 11.81^5
Si02 in residue
Insoj-uble in HCl
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"Inso]ub],e in HCl" merely represents the insoluble matter in
the original cenent. We see that CaO to the extent of 11 or 12
per cent, of the sariiple goes into solution with comparative ease
but that f^irthor decorrrj^osition proceeds slo¥;3.y, and there is no
assurance that the naxiuiurn amount was extracted in 3 days. It is
interesting to note that the "CaO of decomposition" in the shorter
periods approximates 11.7^9, the amoujit of OaO required by theory to
form 2CaOA3203 v;ith the lO.Gf^^o of AI3O3 (^'^^2^^^ present in the ce-
ment. The reaction v^hich proceeds slov/ly probably corresponds to
sometliing lihe i
I
?Ca0.ni0 4-2H20 = CaO.Si02+2Ca( 0H)2
j
Ik
7/hich has been given to express the setting of tri-calcium silicate.
This seems confirmed by the fact that none of the silicates seemed
to be completely broken down, since practically no free SiOo was
found, and also by the fact that the increase of Ca(0H)2 in a hard-
ening cement, believed to be due to the above reaction, is aHso very
slov7. Apparently the CaO extracted by water, in excess of that from
the aluminates, is split out of poly-basic compounds which are not
completely broKen down.
Boiling with Sugar So3.ut ion .
Since reactions as inconveniently slov; as the above did not
promise much, it was determined to see "vhether the same decomposi-
tion could not be more quickly produced by boiling v/ith a sugar
solution, which, while neutral, would increase the solvent power of
the solution for CaO and should thus accelerate the reaction. For
this, 200 c.c. of a sugar solution v/as heated to boiling mider
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a reflux condenser, and 3..0 gram of ; ulverized and dried cement
brushed in, the condenser replaced and the boiling continued for
from 1 to hours, v/ith occasional shalcing. The residue was floc-
culent in character and settled rapidly. Filtered hot and determin-
ed in CaO in each filtrate in duplicate on a].iquots of 1/5. Solu-
tions from the first and last samples gave a very slight precipitate
upon nalcing amnoniacal preparatory to colciun precipitations, but
this was disregarded, .
j
Table 3.. CaO in Sugar Solution Extract .
Ti m e CaO(Medh)
A / hour
B / " 7. 5 3 7o
C 3 "
Since the results .appeared so irregular and moreover, as the
reaction did not seem to be greatly hastened, these exijerinents viere
abandoned.
Extraction of Free SiOo from Residues
.
Before passing on to the NH4CI decompositions, we must give
some attention to a troublesome analytical problem that appears in
that coniiection. This is the separation of free, from combined
silica. In these decompositions a certiiin amount of SiO^ is pre-
cipitated in granular form from decomposed silicates, and it is
very desirable to separate tliis from the undecomposed silicates and
aluialnates present, as an aid to the interpretation of the results.
Practic:^'lly the on3y method of accomplishing this is by extraction
with NaoCO^ solution (see Cairns, p. 87, and Fresenius Quant. Anal.

5th ed. Sec. 23G). Others have reconmiended caustic alkalis. At
best, it is not a high2.y accurate separation and it is particularly
unsatisfactory when dealing with easily decomposed conpounds as in
the present case, out it is the best available. A nuraber of re-
sidues obtained by treating v^ith HCl the insoluble iuatter left after
boiling cement with IIII^CI solution, were digested with hot 2fj KOII.
Qualitative and rough2.y quantitative experiments shov/ed that even
this dilute alkali vms a fairly good solvent for rsuch SiOg, even af-
ter ignition, and that it dissolved part, but not all of the al.unina
present in such residues. Freshly precipitated Al (011)3 dissclv
ed with ease, but after ignition, the AI2O3 went into solution vdth
difficult^/- and imperfectly. It was thought desirable to find the
eflect of these solvents for SiOg, upon the fresh cement, as this
?/ould help to show whether the cement compounds v/ere decomposed by
such treatment, and would throw light upon the reliability of such
silica extractions, since qualitative experiment showed that a lit-
tle Si02 was thus extracted from the cement. Samples of 1, g. of
oven-d.ry and pulverised cement, were boiled for 15 minutes with 50
c.c. of a 2fo KOH solution, in covered casseroles. The solution was
decanted through a filter and the residue boiled up again with 25
c.c. of the same solution, which vms then decanted and the residue
filtered and v/ashed. The combined filtrates were acidified v/ith
HCl and Si0 2 determined in them, this being corrected by expulsion
with IIF. Tiie extractions yielded respectively 0.48^3 aiid 0.50^> of
Si02. More than l<p of AI2O3 v/as extracted along with the silica.
The result is not bad, considering tMt platinum dishes were not
used and that the cement does contain a little uncombined silicious

material. Wlien the residu.o from KOH digestion is treated with acid,
there is some little effervescence. This probably results from the
precipitation of CaO from easily decomposed alurninates by the COg in
the allca.li, but it may indicate some decomposition or splitting up
of the '-ilicates and is not a £;ood sign for tae reliability of the
method.
A strong solution of NagCOsCso^j) v/as used for extraction of
SiOgin some of the experiments as it was feared that dilute KOH was
not active enough. Tiie experiment with dried cement was repeated
with this soiu.tion. One gram samples were boiled up with 20 c.c.
of IJa^COs so2.ution, for 15 minutes, in covered cassero]es, and after
decantation the ox^eration repeated with 10 c.c. of the same so3u-
tion. These filtrates were a idlfied and SiOg determined as usual,
but the silica was not treated vfith IIF, as a number of such ex]:)eri-
ments had shown that SiOg thus extracted and determined was practi-
cally pure (0.2-0.4 mg. residue) since the carbonate solution dis-
solves little alumina. The extracts gave 5.23f3 and 2.96^^ SiOg, m.ean
3.10^3. The residue effervesced vigorously v.'hen treated with acid.
This shov/s that the carbonate disintegrates some of the silicates i
in cement in such a manner as to extract a certain amount of silica.
In some of the later determinations, a 5fj solution of NagCO^ was a-
dopted for the extraction of free SiOg, following the recomenda-
2 7
tions of Lunge and Millberg.— The same exj eriment was tried v/ith
this. A samplij of 1.0 graiii of dry cement was brushed into 50 c.c.
of the solution in a small covered casserole, and then heated and
kept at a gentle boil for 15 minutes. The carbonate solution yield-
ed 2.32^3 SiOg, corrected by HF. It must be remembered that although
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tliese results seem disappointing, tlie fact that these solvents de-
compose compounds in the cement proper, does not prove that they do
the same in the residue of compounds left by amm.oniurn chloride.
Decomposition of cement by ITH^C 1
.
Decompositions of cement by arnm.oniun salt so].ution will no?; be
described. It has long been known tha.t cement contains compounds
which break dov/n in p^i aqueous solution of HH4CI, lime going into
solution and ammonia escaping. Le Chatelier states that his syn-
thetic CaO.Si02 did not decompose with nmmonium salts, a], though
2CaO.?>i02 did so. He claimed that the crystals of Cao.Si02.2 1/2
HoO, ?/hich he observed in set cement, decomposed instantly'' with am-
z
moniura salts, with separation of gelatinous silica." V/ormser's v/ork
with cement and NH4CI in t'ne dry, might again be mentioned. In the
present experiments it was found that water solutions of (11114)2 SO4,
(11114)2003 and ariimonium oxalate, reacted with cement even in the
cold, but more slowly than the chloride, and moreover there was the
disadvantage that a large portion of the CaO of the decomposed sili-
cates and aluminates v/as left in the residue as insoluble compounds
and thus could not be determined. For this reason and for conveni-
ence of manipulation, the chloride was chosen for experiment. It
was hoped that by a study of the proportions of the decomposition
products, amjnonium chloride would afford some means of different-
iating the compounds in cement by means of their behavior towards it
and would thus give some information on the constitution of the mix-
ture or offer a means of estimating some of the compounds present.
In the first p3.ace, it is necessary to find vmether the reac-

tions of the decoriij^ositlon are quantitative, and if so, under v;hat
conditions. In general, the effect of boiling cenent v/ith NH^Cl
solution is this: Annonia is evolved and can.cium goes into solution
as the chloride. The aluminates decompose entirely and flocculent
alunina precipitates. Some of the silicates are broken down v/ith
separation of granular silica. If this residue, after filtering off
the UH4CI solution, is treated v/ith hot, dilute HGl, the remaining
compounds go into solution, together v/ith most of the alumina, and
the separated SiOg is left, al.ong with a little of the alumina. The
separated SiOg has about the same appearance as that obtained by de-
hydration in the course of an ordinary silica determination, filters
well, and is very white after ignition. The silica thus obtained,
although it contains some alumina and the other matter insol.uble in
HCl(0.6^'j by experiment) is a rough index of the extent to v/hich the
silicates have been decomposed. Accordingly samples of 1 gram of
the cement were boiled with M4CI solutions of different voQ.um.e and
concentration- from 1 to 5 grams NH4.CI in 100 c.c. water- and the
silica obtained as above was ignited r.nd weighed. The duration of
boiling was varied, some sai^ples v/ere evaporated to dryness ajid
others were finally bailed in the air-bath. Some of the solutions
v/ere kept strongly ammoniacal during boiling and some were heated
in the autoclave. Results were extremely variable, running from
O.llOG g. to 0.JB099 g. of SiOo, the average being 0.17-0.18 g. Am-
monium carbonate was tried with NH.j^Cl, as for a time it seemed that
this might give concordant results. Variations were so great that
duplicates could hardly ever be obtained, so this method was r:iven
up and a more careful study of the proportions of the decomposition
I
products was made, in the hoije that so:nething more definite might
"be learned about the reaction,
A sample of cement v/as pulverized in the agate mortar, dried
at 110° and tv/o samples of 1 g. each weighed out. One and Uro gram
of NH4CI were dissolved in 100 c.c. water, these v/ere "brought to a
hoil in a beaker, tlie sample brushed in, and boiling continued for
3 0-35 minutes. The solutions were then evaporated to dryness and
the residues heated at 135° for some time. Took up in v;ater, fil-
tered and washed, obtaining thus the "NK4CI extract. It was deter-
mined to extract the Si02 from the residue by means of caustic
alkali, for it was feared that when the mass v/as treated witli HCl,
a portion of the separated silica might go v;ith solution. Aocord-
ingly the residue was digested with 50 c.c. of 2<fo KOH for 1/2 hour.
It '-as filtered and washed, obtaining the "KOH extract". Lime was
determined in duplicate in aliquot portions of the IIH^Cl extracts
and tests for Si02 and AI2O3 were made in separate aliquots. The
v^ole of the KOH extracts were u.sed for analysis. Silica T/as cor-
rected by HP.
Table 4_. NH4CI Decomposition .
NHXi Extract KOH Extract
5ai IT) pie A B A B
Ca 57.51 7o Q.n%
0. 00 0.00 t I'dce t race
SiO. 0, 0. 00 7.07
M ecin - 0.17 I.IZ 0.36
Sample A vias decomposed 7/ith 1 g. HH4CI in 100 c.c. and B 'with
2 g. It is evident that the greater concentration of HH^Cl produced
the greater decomposition. It is interesting to note that , although

the cement contains 2.25^/3 MgO, none was found in the NH^Cl solution,
which contained practically nothing but CaClg. The CaO in the KOH
extract has no significance as regards the decomposition effected
by the NH4CI, but it rmist ijidicate a breaking down or partical dis-
integration of the cortipounds left by the Nn4Cl, and thus throws some
doubt upon tlie Si02 values. Considering the analysis of the cement,
we find that in B, the ratio of CaO to SiOo not extracted is
6?>74-57.51
,Q^4G8
20.3B- 7.07
vrhich is far belov; tho ratio even in CaO. Si02( 0.927 ). This shows
that the dilute KOH niust have failed to extract all of the !^i02 set
free, since Ca0.ni02 is the least basic compound that caii be assrm-
ed for the residue of undecomposed silicates. Sample A also gives
too low a ratio. Moreover, the prel.ininary experiments never gave
such loYf results for SiOo of decomposition.
Another and similar experiment was made, using strong Na2C03
for extracting Si02 from the residue. Pour portions of about 1 g.
each of the same di'ied cement v/ere weighed out. Samples A and B
were boiled dov/n to about 1/4 volume with a solution of 0.5 g. NH4CI
in 100 c.c. water and sccnples C and D with a solution of 1 g. in
100 c.c. Thoy were evaporated to dryness, v/ashed by decantation
with hot water and the filtrates made up to volume as NH4CI ex-
tracts. The residues, with incinerated filter paper, v/ere twice ex-
tracted by boiling in casseroles for 15 minutes with 20 c.c. of a
20</> Na2C03 solution (20 g.Ha2C05 in 80 CO. water). The united car-
bonate solutions gave the "Na2C03 extracts In the case cf the
IIH^Cl extracts, the CaO was determined gravimetrically in aliquots
of 2/5. Ammonia gave a very slight precipitate v/hich was filtered
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out bofore precipitatinf: GalGii.tn, but not weighed.
Silica v/as oorrected by HF.
Table 5. NH4CI Decomposition.
5dmple
/\i<*iC03 Extract of residue
CdO 5i0a Al.03+Fc,03 CdO
A -t race 0.6S% 0.^7%
B LI. 37 // 7 40 0.5f 0.3 3
C f 6.6/ litt/e / 0.4-6 0,76 o.a?
D f 5.5/ / 0, a6 0.5 5 o.as
V/h^n the residue from Na2C03 digestion v/as treated v/ith acid
it effervesced vigorously, T/iis shows some reaction bet\"een the
NagCOj and the compounds ].eft by the MH4CI, and suggests that more
SiOg mai'" have been extracted than that v/hich v/as separated during
the NH4CI decomi ositlon, which it v;as desired to estirate. The
AlgOp, and CaO in the NaoCO^ extract have no particular significance
here but merely represent their degree of solubility in this solu-
3
tion. jlssuiiiing that the a2.u'ninates are di-basic ( Nev/berrys ) and
completely decomposed, they vfould give 11.7 '^p GaO from this source
and if v/e add to ti:ls the CaO corre^-'pondin,;: to the SiOo extracted,
as 7'CaO.oiOo, this theory would require 4 to 5 per cent more CaO
th8.n found in the case of A and B and 5 to 6 pr^r cent less than
found in C and D. In the latter case we ^ust apparently assume not
merely disintegration of some of the silicates, but the splitting
out of lime from others to form less basic compounds.
It was feared that the irregularities of the NH^Cl decomposi-
tion at the boiling temp-jraturo might be due to the dissociation
which that salt undergoes, even on boiling its solution, into HCl
and , th.us giving free acid v/hich would naturally vitiate the
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resti].tp. Accordingl].'- a sample of the cement was allc/jed to stand.
42 hours Y/ith a 2 ^ji NK4C] solution in the cold, with oocasionol ag-
itation. The al.viminates seemed to be very complete]-/ decomposed
after a f'ew mir.utes s/ialcin^;. The residue v/as filtered and vrashed
coDd. The filtrate contained 4?. 26 of CaO. As the reaction ap-
peared to proceed witli considerable spev)d, it was repeated thus:
Two saifiples of ]. .Og. of oven-dry cement v/ere brushed into 200 c. c.
Erlerjneyer fl.asks containing 100 c.c. of 5 NH^C]. nol.ution (5grs.
in 95 CO.). Tiiese were shaken for a tine aiid let stand for differ-
ent periods with occasional agitation. They were filtered and
washed co]d and CaO determined in duplicate upon aliquots of l/s of
the filtrates. These contained no Si02 or AlgO?, "^he residue from
sample A was digested for a few minutes with hot dilute KCl and the
insoluble SiO^filtered ol'f, weighed and corrected by HF. The resi-
due from sample B was extracted, with 50 c.c. of 5 IJapCO^ solution,
as recomm.ended by Lunge and Millberg vfor SiO., extraction. The res-
idue was washed into a casserole v/lth the solution and it was then
kept at a gentle boil for 15 nin. Silica was determined in this
carbonate extract. The residue still left was digested v/ith hot
acid, as in sample A, and the silica so obtained vras weighed aiid
corrected by HF ( SiOo "loft by IICl"). Results seemed so concordant
( see table 6 ) that the experiment was repeated with three more sam-
ples. The CaO values are the mean of duplicates agreeing in gener-
al within 0.1 or less.

Table 6^. NH4OI DecomTiosition in the Gold .
Sdmple
ML/ rj : ^Nn^U «M
/OOcc.Sol.
Time
UcJ u
in Piltrdte
>Si/ica from Residue
Lefti)yHa Totcil
A 5: q,
B 5:0 - 4-7. 7G /«i.7-5-% /h.
C 5". 0'. 4-5: oa /a. 0^ 5./
6
D 5". « 4-7 "
£ / 0. 4-7 77 /a..4fc 3.54- 16, 00
(a) Corrected by HF
'.Vhen dilute acid v/as poured on the re.-^idues from the NaoOOQ
digestions, carbonates vrere alwaj^'s observed as in the previous cases.
It is difficult to say what is the condition of tlie GiOoleft by the
HCl. Evidently it is not freed in the decoiiiposition by NH^Gl, or it
would then be extracted by NaoCOs, but must exist in altered con-
pounds which upon dissolving in HCl separate granular silica. Its
quantity is fairly constant. Tlie decomposition, in the case of A,
B and E seems to have I'eached. quite a definite limit and to be
quantitative under these conditions. The CaO of decomposition is
surprisingly concordant and the SiO^ of the decomposition sufficient-
ly so, considering the imperfections of the method of estimating it.
Selecting the two most widely varying samples in the table, B o.nd C,
let it be assiLmed that 11. CaO comes from the aluiiiina in the cement
as 2GaO.Al203, and that the free SiOo extracted by NaoCOs comes from
completely decomposed SGaO.SiOo. Then theory would require 47. 2%
GaO as against 47.76^. found, and 45.2^ GaO as against 45.025:; found.
This is very fair agreem^ent of the theory '.'Vith the facts observed,
and goes to show that the CaO dissolved by the NH4CI solution comes
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from thf^ disintegrated, al-uuninates and tri-cal 01111.1 silicate. The
silicates that are left by the NH4CI (or NaoOOs) are differentiated
by the fact tiiat a part of the silica is obtained in granular form
and a part z^es into solution on treatment with HGl. ?Ience Uio dif-
ferent silicates at least, r:ust be in this residue. It is alnost in-
i;osGible to gi;iess at their constitution, for the MgO in the ceruent,
althouf^h considered inert as a hydraulic constituent, nay be combin-
ed v;ith a part of the reri.ainin<x silica.
A study of the speed of decomposition of cement, by IIK^GI in the
cold, was next made. The method was the same. Each sample of 1.0
of oven-dry cement was shaken for 15 minutes with 100 c.o. of a lO^i
NH^Cl solution and then agitated periodically (every half hour) for
varying lengths of time. Filtered and washed cold. The last three
decompositions, G-I, were not made upon the same dried sample as the
first six, but upon a new one. The results are the mean of well con-
cordant duplicate titrations.
Table 7_. Speed of Decomposition with 10^-) NH4CI Solution .
Sdmple A B C D F G H r
Time
in hoars
CdO
in fi Ifrait
/
°7o
a. 3 h
43. b?
1 Z
^7.70 ^77^
The reaction appears to have reached its limit in from 6 to 9
hours. The only reason that coiild be given for the higher CaO re-
sults in E and F, was that during the dr^/ing of the^ sample upon which
these determinations were made the tem.perature accidentally rose for
a time much higher than 110°. Tlie last tlii'ee results agree well
with the maximum values in table 6.
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An exainination of the resgults in tables G and 7 led to the be-
lief that agitation iiii^ht have much to do -A'ith the speed of decom-
position. Therefore ttoee sonples of 1.0 g. of tlie Gaiae oven-dry
cement as G-I of the previous experiment, were similarly decomposed,
except that the stoppered flasks were tied upon a revolvin£^ V7heel
and the contents thus kept in gentle 'cut continuous agitation. CaO
extracted V7as as follovrs:
Table
_8 . Influence of Agitation .
Sample Time A/H^C/6o/. CaO
{ ricdn)
A 6 hrs. /o7o
8 1 " + ^.0b
C 6 57o 4-^.77
Evidently, comparing B table 3, v/ith G table 7, (from san:e sam-
ple) the agitation increases the speed of reaction.
Decomposition by Heating in Pressure Flasks
.
It was thought that the regular reaction observed in the cold
might be efTected more quickly by heating, if dissociation of the
NH^Cl was prevented. Accordingly the experiment was tried vrith
closed saponification flasks. Under these conditions the pressure
of the liberated aiiUTionia should force back and prevent any dissocia-
tion of HH4CI into NH^ and HCl, which it had been thought might be
responsible for the variable results obtained when boiling in open
vessels. Oven-dry samples of 1.0 g. were used as before. The
NH4CI v^'as dissolved in 100 c.c. of v/ater. With samples B and D,
75 c.c. v/ater and 25 c.c. strong ammonia was used instead, with the
idea of assuring the prevention of any dissociation of lJH4Ci, and

or observing the effect upon the speed of reaction. The flasXs
v/ere jjiiniersed. in a boiling Y;ater bath for 1 hour and 10 minutes,
Y^ith occasional shaXing. Al". of the CaO values given in these ex-
periments are the r.ean of duplicates.
Table 9
.
Decomposit ion in Pressure Flasks
.
5dm pie in 100 cc. Ammonid CaO
A
8 a. " as" CC.
41. 7/7fl
tLI. Id.
C
D
S, " T^one
2.5" cc.
4-5.35"
3^.55
The effect of the ammonia in checking the speed of reaction is
very striking. The speed naturally increases v.'ith the concentra-
tion of the NH^Cl. The residue from sample C, which gives results
nearest to those of the long period cold decompositions, was treat-
ed V7ith hot dilute IICl for a few minutes and the insoluble silica
obtained,weighed and corrected by HF. It gave 13.05^^ SiO^. This
should be compared v.'ith the totals of BiOo of decomposition given
in table 6, v/hich are from 2f/o to 3.7^ higher, although the CaO
yielded in these cases 7;as somewhat less than in the sample above.
This makes us suspect that the decomposition in the hot is not ex-
actly the sai-'.e as in the cold.
' Another expeiiment, similar to the preceeding, was made vary-
ing the conditions. The flasks v;ere kept in the bath for two hom's
and shaken occasionally. Air-dry cement v;as used arid the results
Tablel.
Y/ere figured back to the "oven-dry" basis, for comparison. This
obviates differences due to variations in drying different samples.
One sai:^)le was run 'with NH4HO3, with the idea that this salt, -Jliich
does not dissociate to give an acid, might produce more regular de-
ll— ==—
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coiiii.osition than NH4CI. Used 100 c.c. of solution.
Table 10
. Decoi-npositlon in Pressure Flasks ( for
_2 hours }
.
60 1 alrion
(100 cc.) on "Air- dry.'
CdO
on Oven-dry.
A ^7.a9 7o ^7.4-^%
8 /07o A/H4CI SI. 3
C ^5". b7
Th*^ stronger NH^Cl solution seeiis to produce greater decom-
position than the average of the cold treatinents. The NEillOs ap-
pears promising as a means for decomposition. It should be tried
with other concentrations, periods of time, etc., and also in the
cold.
Conclusions .
1. V/hen treated with water in excess, the aluminates decom-
pose quickl3'' and the poly-basic silicates begin a slow process of
breaking down to less basic compounds. (See table 3).
2. Boiling with NH^Cl solution in open vessels decomposes the
aluiTiinates and some of the silicates completely, the proportion of
the latter being quite variable.
3. Treated with cold NH^Cl solutions, the amount of decomposi-
tion seems quite regular and well under control. It is not a rapid
reaction, but the speed increases with the concentration and is
accelerated by agitation. The ratio of the decomposition products
favors the view that the aluminates and the tri-calciuir. silicate
are comipletely decomposed, after a sufficient interval of tiL:e. The
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undecomposed nilicateB are of tT70 varieties, one of ;vhicii dissolves
coi^^pletely in HCl while the other sei^arates ip^anular silica.
4. Decomposition v/ith NH^Cl in pressure flasks at the tempera-
ture of 100° Gives results approaching those obtained in the cold,
hut there is evidence that the reactions take a someyrhat different
course from that in the latter case.
f3. The separation of free silica from the reaction mixture is
very unsatisfactory and makes the deductions somevmat uncertain.
The above conclusions are not given as final, but conditions
have been shown under wliich ceiTjsnt is decomposed quite re^larly,
and this offers a basis for further investigations.
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